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JANE'S WILL IDENTIFY IT
IN ORDERLY FASHION

10,000 merchant ships currently afloat can be instantly identified, by quick reference to the new
edition of Jane's Merchant Ships.

The long-established Talbot-Booth recognition system, which analyses each vessel by profile,
sequence and hull-form, provides the basis for this most accurate and complete source of merchant
ship identification.

In addition to the 10,000 illustrations, this 3rd. 1987-88 edition also contains 400 new common-scale
drawings; a guide to principal merchant ship features of today; a working description of the silhouette
recognition system itself; a comprehensive ship directory and two indices for cross-referencing.

Extensively relied upon by the Royal Navy, the Royal Air Force. NATO and foreign governments,
Jane's Merchant Ships will tell you what you want to know fast - names, tonnage, dimensions, where

and when built and a great deal more.
All in one volume. Set your sights on it now.

l 400 new drawings • Guide to Merchant Ship types • Ship
recognition system • Talbot-Booth recognition system •
Ship drawings section • Ship directory and data section.

i Jane's Publishing Co. Ltd., 238 City Road, London EC1V 2PU
Tel: 01-251 9281 Tlx: 894689

1 Jane's Publishing Inc.,
•115 5th Avenue. 4th Floor.
New York NY10003
Tel; (212) 254 9097 Tlx: 272562

JANE'S ORDER FORM
Q t y D lanes Merchant Ships 1987/88 £65
Totalvalueoforderl

a ^ p S e C i " • CHEQUE
Credit Cards: • EUROCARD • MASTERCARD
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1 Credit Card No. Expiry Date

I Card Holder's Name: ,

1 Signature:

Address:

_ (obligatory for credit card orders)

The publisher reserves the right to alter prices, dates and
! specifications without prior notification.

Air Mail available at cost. Books will only be despatched after
payment has been made. JN 5/97]
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THE

INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC

REVIEW
Half-yearly, 160 pages (approx.) 18 x 27 cm. Price 120 French francs*

Yearly subscription 215 French francs*

Among the papers of interest in the January 1987 issue are :

— Hydrography in the North-South dialogue (E.J. CAILLIAU)

— New hydrographic data acquisition and processing system for the
Royal Netherlands Navy (W. KORBIJN and J.K.E. CRINCE)

— Chartmaking with LARSEN (M.J. CASEY and J. VOSBURGH)

PUBLISHED BY THE

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
7, av. President J.F. Kennedy,

B.P. 445 - MC 98011 MONACO CEDEX

The Bureau also publishes monthly

THE INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC BULLETIN

A bilingual journal—English and French—giving news of hydrographic activities
worldwide. Lists in detail charts published by Member States of the International
Hydrographic Organization, and contains a selective bibliography of recent
works in the fields of hydrography, descriptive oceanography, navigation, carto-
graphy, etc.

Approx. 30 pages, 21 x 30 cm, 13.50 French francs per copy*
Yearly subscription: 135 French francs*

* Postage extra
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The Journal of Navigation, May 1987

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION
Aims and Objects

THE OBJECTS of the Institute are to unite in one body those who are
concerned with or who are interested in navigation and to further its

development. Navigation is conceived as applying to locomotion of all kinds
and is perceived as encompassing aspects of: command and control, psychology
and zoology, operational research, risk analysis, theoretical physics, operation
in hostile environments, instrumentation, ergonomics, financial planning and
law as well as electronics, astronomy, mathematics, cartography and other
subjects traditionally asociated with navigation.

The aims of the Institute are to encourage the creation and dissemination
of knowledge through research and development, to co-ordinate information
from all the disciplines involved, to provide a forum in which new ideas and
new products can have the benefit of informed and professional scrutiny and
to further education and communication.

The Institute initiates conferences and symposia on specific subjects and
has a programme of meetings at which lectures are given and discussed. There
are standing Study Groups which keep under constant review pertinent aspects
of navigation. The success of these Study Groups is crucially dependent on
the active involvement of members.

The Institute publishes The Journal of Navigation three times a year. It
contains papers which have been presented at meetings together with the
ensuing discussion, other original papers, selected papers and reports from
Study Groups, and book reviews. The Institute also publishes a News Magazine
which contains a full account of the Institute's proceedings and activities. This
includes Branch News, a record of current navigational work, a diary of events,
topical articles, news about Membership and advertising. A great deal of the
Institute's work is international in character and is co-ordinated with that of
similar organisations in other countries. There are also active Branches
throughout the United Kingdom.

Membership. There are five classes of Membership of the Institute:
(1) HONORARY MEMBERS: Distinguished persons upon whom the

Council may see fit to confer an honorary distinction.
(2) FELLOWS: Members, of at least three years' standing, holding

certain qualifications laid down in the by-laws; these qualifications
include having made a contribution of value to navigation.

(3) MEMBERS: Persons over twenty-one years of age who satisfy the
Council of their interest in navigation.

(4) STUDENT MEMBERS : Persons under twenty-five years of age studying
at a recognized school or university with a view to making navigation,
or an allied interest, their career.

(j) CORPORATE MEMBERS: Organizations such as universities, navi-
gation schools, government departments or companies, here and abroad,
who are directly or indirectly interested in the science of navigation.
Corporate Members are entitled to send representatives to all Institute
meetings and to receive six copies of its publications. They are
encouraged to take an active part in the Institute's work. Applications
should be sent by letter addressed to the Director.

Subscriptions. Annual subscriptions to the Institute are payable in
advance as follows:

Members and Fellows . . . . . . £28.00
Student Members . . . . . . . £j.oo
Corporate Members. . . . . . . £200.00

The Institute's financial year begins on 1 July. Members in any category
who are elected after 1 January in any year are only due for one half of their
subscription until 1 July, when the full subscription for the next year becomes
due.
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